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　　Several researches have been conducted after 2011 catastrophic flood in Thailand, however, there is not 
enough information of actual behavior at the community level in Bangkok.　This paper clarifies the residents’ 
responses toward flood and residents’ opinion toward sharing flood experiences with younger generations.　We 
conducted research in NHA housing site and got 31 household information in August 2016.
　　All the respondents suffered disaster from flood.　All the houses got inundation above floor level and 52％ 
sank into more than 1 meter.　Only 13％ stay at home and 42％ evacuated to family and relative’s house. 19％ 
evacuated to public evacuation place.　They stay about 2 months at their evacuation place.　77％ lifted up their 
furniture and 13％ used boat, however, nobody prepared food and drinks.　90％ want to share and hand on their 
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